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STARS OF THE WEEK:                                                      24th November 2023 
 
 
Bees. Leo Lacey L: Leo has had such a brilliant week. He is always sat on the carpet and 
ready to learn. He has tried so hard in phonics and has even been practising his writing 
independently at the writing table. Well done, Leo! 
 
Butterflies. Finley: Finley has been trying extra hard in all his learning. Most of all he has 
been impressing us so much in his phonics work, he is recognising so many phonemes and is 
now beginning to master blending. 
 
Squirrels. Ava: Over the past couple of weeks Ava has been impressing us with her effort in 
Maths and writing. She is quick at remembering her number facts, keen to share her 
methods on her whiteboard and has been thinking of some really interesting vocabulary for 
our shared writing. Keep showing us your very best Ava, as we are enjoying seeing the pride 
you feel when you share your super thinking. 
 
Frogs. Zak: Zak has had an excellent week. He has been ready to learn at all times this week; 
making sure he gets himself ready as quick as possible setting an example for his classmates. 
Well done Zak on great week! 
 
Mice. Ollie: Ollie is our star of the week for his enthusiasm and expertise in our 
multiplication Maths topic. Ollie has shown fantastic understanding and has been able to 
explain his thinking to support others in class. Well done, Ollie. 
 
Hedgehogs.  Lowen: Lowen has shown excellent Math skills this week as we have been 
working on adding repeated groups and beginning to work with multiplication. He has 
worked hard and not given up even when things are tricky.  
 
Moles. Esme: Esme has shown great resilience throughout the week! She has worked hard 
and persevered even when finding things tricky. Esme is always well behaved and is always 
being a great role model around the classroom as well. Well done, Esme! 
 
Rabbits. Ellie: Ellie has worked really hard this week throughout all of our tests, applying 
herself fully and encouraging others. She has also been spotted being kind and helpful 
around the classroom and in the corridors. Well done, Ellie!  
 
Badgers.  Charlie: Charlie has been impressing me all of this half term with her focus, work 
ethic and enthusiasm for learning.  She is always smiling, a great table partner and always 
ready to learn.  Well done, Charlie!  Keep it up. 
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Foxes. Lexie: Lexie has produced some fantastic writing this week. She has been innovative 
and imaginative whilst also using our persuasive writing toolkit. Amazing work Lexie - well 
done! 
 
Kingfishers. Joshua: Josh has worked incredibly hard over the last half term to apply our 
keys to success. He has remained resilient and used the skills of an independent enquirer to 
further his knowledge. As a result, Josh achieved greater depth standard in his latest 
grammar assessments. Well done, Josh! 
 
Owls. Makar: Makar had shown amazing creativity and impressive sewing skills in our D.T 
textiles topic. He has produced a really sweet Christmas jumper decoration with a unique 
design. He has thought outside the box and the outcome is fantastic! Well done, Makar!  
 
Kestrels. My ‘Stars’ of the week are Lexie and Ged. They performed at the Storytelling 
evening that the Trust held this week. Their performance was amazing, showing confidence 
and creativity. I was super proud of what they achieved.     
 
Sparrow Hawks. Alfie: Alfie has impressed us all in Y6 so far. He has applied himself to all 
areas of learning and is shining bright in our Art topic where we are studying the work of 
War artist Paul Nash and using his work as an inspiration for our own. We all know he wants 
to be an animator in the future and are sure he will get there and fulfil his dreams!  
 


